1. Introduction

The efficiency of operation of equipment in the printing industry depends on stability of operation of contact pairs to a large extent, because contact pairs determine wear resistances of a concrete friction unit and a machine in general.

Wearing of parts of contact joints, particularly antifriction parts, causes misbalance of a unit due to changes in sizes of worn parts, which leads to instability of equipment, loss of productivity and lower quality of products [1, 2]. Authors of papers [3, 4] proved that a number and a term of inter-repair works depends on friction joints by 70 %.

Reasons for failures of brochure and binding equipment, namely folding apparatus, cutting machines, machines for pasting of individual elements into packaging, automatic backing machines, etc. are the same. Post-printing equipment occupies one of the leading places in the printing industry. It is an integral part of the technological process of manufacturing of printed products [1].

Most failures (up to 80 %) of such kind of equipment occur due to the wear of friction parts. The above is a consequence, above all, of imperfections in foundry manufacturing technologies, which causes permanent malfunction of such technologies. Equipment requires a large number of spare parts. It increases material costs of repairs and leads to defects in printed products.

Specialists in operation of the equipment described above state that the main factor, which causes its failure and defects of products, is the wear of antifriction elements of contact pairs [3].

Thus, according to the State Press Publishing House of Ukraine, the State Enterprise Polygraph Combine “Ukraine” and LLC “Factory of Experimental Industrial Technologies’ (Kyiv) for 2016–2018 years, the duration of operation of antifriction parts made of cast aluminum alloys such as AK12,
AM4.5Kd, AK12MMgN, AK8, D16, etc., lasted 1.5 years only in knife cutting machines of Wohlenberg Trim-tec 560 and Wohlenberg Trim-tec 607 types, in folding apparatus of Heidelberg-IF-50-ST type, in folding-gluing machines of "Bobst Mistral 110 A2" type, and in "Heiber & Schroeder wp 800 d" machines for pasting of elements to a package and others, due to imperfection of existing manufacturing technologies, which results in an increase in defects of printed products.

Therefore, the task of the increase of wear resistance and durability of friction parts of post-print machines by creation of new technologies for production of efficient materials of affordable and cheap raw materials is relevant and requires implementation of a complex of studies.

2. Literature review and problem statement

An objective requirement for the further development of the printing industry is a constant improvement of the quality of the printing industry, which definitely depends on the quality of printing equipment [1].

Taking into consideration a high competition in production of polygraph and post-polygraph equipment, specialists pay special attention to high requirements for a functional purpose, accuracy and performance of such machines. The most important are issues of increasing of reliability of units of the indicated equipment and individual components, particularly antifriction parts [2, 3].

Improvement of operation of friction couples is an important issue, because they are responsible for stability of operation of printing equipment in general and post-print in particular [2, 3].

There are tribotechnical studies in works [1–3]. However, they remained the issue of technological features of manufacturing of parts of printing equipment unclear. Papers [4–6] confirmed the above. Specifically, their authors refer to the low level of operational properties of materials developed for friction units.

On the one hand, the widespread use of cast antifriction parts, particularly made of aluminum, is increasing steadily due to significant advantages, as evidenced by studies highlighted in paper [6]. However, casting technology limits the level of antifriction characteristics by almost half due to a use of liquid lubricants. For example, authors of paper [3] presented results of a sharp decrease in fatigue strength of friction parts at operation with liquid lubricants, which contain dissolved organic acids and cause corrosion.

Another approach to development of friction parts is a use of powder manufacturing technology. Authors of works [7, 8] proved possibility of addition of various functional substances to a composition of an initial charge. Substances provide composite operation characteristics, which we can’t achieve at application of traditional metallurgical methods. Authors of work [7] found that introduction of a solid lubricant into a friction contact increases the level of antifriction properties due to formation of a lubricating film on a surface of partition. Efficiency of a lubricating action increases at an increase in a load due to a decrease in a displacement stress. Papers [7–9] presented numerous studies on properties of composite materials based on copper, nickel and aluminum with inclusions of different types of solid lubricants. However, data on a use of aluminum alloys for production of new composite components of any purpose are limited due to existing technological difficulties in manufacturing of powder materials and high prices of raw materials (powders) and equipment for its manufacturing. One of the solutions to the mentioned difficulties today is an application of secondary processes for processing of aluminum, as evidenced by technologically and economically substantiated research papers [10–12]. This approach is in line with the European Union’s environmental policy in the field of waste management.

As we know, it is possible to use industrial grinding waste metal of machine-building and instrument-making production formed at final operations of grinding of various structural parts and after corresponding processing in a repeated production cycle. However, today there are no studies on a combination of resource-saving technologies with methods of powder metallurgy, which could increase properties of parts under difficult operation conditions and simplify the manufacturing technology.

However, today there is no comprehensive study of a combination of powder metallurgy with resource-saving technology for a use of industrial grinding waste.

However, today there is no research on regeneration of secondary raw materials and introduction of additional compositions due to a lack of advanced technologies of powder metallurgy [11, 12].

All the above suggests that one of the ways to solve the scientific and technical problem is to develop a technology for restoration of grinding waste of aluminum alloys by powder metallurgy methods. This will give possibility to use a valuable refurbished metal base for production of high-quality antifriction components of complex geometric shape, particularly for units of folding-gluing machines and machines for pasting of elements into a package [7, 13].

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The objective of this study was to develop technological modes for manufacturing and to investigate their influence on formation of a structure and functional properties of new composites.

We formulated the following tasks to achieve the objective:

- development of a technology for regeneration of industrial grinding waste and establishment of an influence of new technological modes on formation of a structure and properties of materials;
- substantiation of a use of solid lubricant and conduction of experiments on production of antifriction composites of AM4.5Kd - MoS2 system with application of new technological modes of consolidation;
- conduction of experimental studies on determination of tribotechnical properties of new materials based on aluminum alloys waste in self-lubrication mode;
- development of recommendations for a use of new materials made of industrial grinding waste of AM4.5Kd aluminum alloy in friction units of printing equipment based on the obtained results of the study on a structure and properties.

4. Materials and methods to study composite antifriction materials

4.1. Investigated materials and equipment used in experiments

We selected industrial grinding waste of AM4.5Kd aluminum alloy as a basis for antifriction composite materi-
AM4.5Kd alloy contains a large number of valuable alloying elements (Table 1). In addition to a high-alloy α-solid solution based on aluminum, they form a series of reinforcing phases in double and triple Al-Cu, Al-Mn, Al-Ni, Al-Ti, Al-Cu-Mn systems and Cd and Zr separate inclusions. Such phase composition of the matrix basis can enable a high level of physical-mechanical properties of a composite and to determine its structural strength. This is an important factor for operation of a part under medium loaded friction conditions. And this is a substantiation for selection of AM4.5Kd alloy as a basis for an antifriction composite.

Any liquid lubricant doesn't work under mid-heavy conditions of a friction pair, when there is an effect of increased sliding rates and, as a result, an occurrence of elevated temperatures on operation surfaces. That is why it is necessary to use impurities. They act as solid or dry lubricants.

Introduction of composite sintered materials has the following advantages:

- ensuring of specified properties in the process of manufacturing and systematic reproduction in the process of exploitation;
- continuous restoration of a produced separating layer, which determines stability and duration of a friction unit;
- simplification of maintenance of a bearing unit, etc.

The mechanism of lubricating action of a substance, which acts as a lubricant, depends on operation conditions of a friction pair. Structural properties determine lubricity of a substance, mainly, in cases where temperature is insignificant. A transition from light modes to medium friction modes changes a mechanism of lubrication. We know [3, 7] that activation of solids particles the mechanism of lubrication due to destruction of bonds inside a crystalline lattice of particles material. The destruction of solids particles affects the friction mechanism, and, in this case, the most important factors, which determine the mechanism of lubrication action of solid lubricants, will be structural properties (type, shape and size of a crystalline solids lattice) and adhesion ability [7–10].

Finally, intense deformation of layers of powdered oils and a friction metal layer, as well as a rise in temperature accompany the transition to heavy friction modes. As a result, the rate of chemical reactions and diffusion processes in material of a part and a counterpart increase. Chemically modified thin, superficial layers, which provide lubricating performance under difficult conditions, appear.

Compositions of material of a friction pair, lubricant and the medium where friction occurs determine composition of layers [14–16].

We can explain the selection of MoS$_2$ molybdenum disulfide solid lubricant and its amount by several reasons. First, we know that it is a solid-lubricant [17, 18] chemically and thermally stable to 600 °C, which guarantees its unobstructed presence in a composite as in the manufacturing process, and in the process of exploitation of material. Second, molybdenum disulfide is an effective lubricant in the air under not difficult or medium-difficult conditions of operation of a part [7]. Third, the amount of MoS$_2$ added to the initial charge was 9.0–12.0 % by weight. Authors [7, 16, 18] found that the amount of MoS$_2$ less than 9.0 % was insufficient to perform a surface lubrication function. Mechanical properties of composites, particularly plastic characteristics, and a structural strength of material decreases significantly with MoS$_2$ content larger than 12.0 %. The above-mentioned circumstances became a basis for formation of the hypothesis about possibility of obtaining of a complex structure of a new composite based on AM4.5Kd alloy with presence of MoS$_2$. Such a structure of a new composite will be able to provide a high level of complex properties of parts in medium loaded units of friction, especially at operation in self-lubricating mode.

The next step in the study was development of technology and adjustment of new production modes in the following sequence.

The first stage of compacting and consolidation was regeneration of output grinding waste of AM4.5Kd alloy by the developed technological modes [11, 17]. First of all, there were cleaning of grinding waste from abrasive crumb by electrodynamic separation. The residual amount of abrasive was 3 % after the electrodynamic cleaning.

The next step in the process of regeneration of grinding waste was an operation of drying of powders from residual moisture. Further, we mixed metal powders with non-metallic solids of powders of molybdenum disulfide MoS$_2$ in the amount of 9.0–12.0 % by weight, and compressed at pressures of 450–500 MPa at room temperature.

Subsequently, formed presses go to a hot-pressing process operation at pressures of 280–300 MPa and the heating temperature of 400 °C to minimize porosity [7]. The use of a hot-pressing process provides complete diffusion homogenization of a composite. This minimizes porosity, and, as a result, increases a structural strength of antifriction material based on AM4.5Kd alloy powder-waste. The relative density of composites was 0.98–0.99 after manufacturing according to the worked out technological modes.

We studied the structure of the antifriction composites with a use of metallographic and raster electron microscopes, we identified molybdenum disulfides in the matrix by scanning electron microscopy (CEM) and analyzed it with a use of the method of energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) [19, 20].

In addition, we used CEM image for qualitative description of MoS$_2$ in the antifriction composite. We evaluated MoS$_2$ content with a use of micrometric software [20, 21].

We performed physical-and-mechanical tests according to the standard methods given in publications [22].

We carried out tribotechnical tests at the testing VMT-1 friction machine in the air at a sliding velocity of 1.0–3.0 m/s, loads per friction pair of 2.0–4.0 MPa in pairs with a counterpart of steel 45 (HRC 45-48) without lubricating with liquid lubricant (under self-lubrication) according to the authors’ original method [21]. A counterpart made of steel 45 had a surface roughness parameter $R_a=0.94–1.32$ μm after final machining processing with lever grinding wheels.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage content of components, % by weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3–0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1–0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage content of components, % by weight
5. Results of studying the operational properties of composites based on grinding aluminum alloy waste

Developed technological methods for production of workpieces of regenerated grinding wastes of AM4.5Kd alloy consist of a combination of resource-saving technologies and powder metallurgy techniques. As a result, we obtained a complex heterogeneous structure of a new material based on grinding waste with impurities of MoS$_2$ solid lubricant (Fig. 1).

Studies showed that MoS$_2$ solid lubricant does not form segregations in the sample volume and is evenly spaced in a structure of the investigated composite (Fig. 1). This fact indicates the correctness of the applied manufacturing operations.

The structure of the investigated composite is an aluminum base in the form of a cast a-solid solution with evenly spaced particles of a solid lubricating component – molybdenum disulfide (Fig. 1).

![MoS$_2$](image)

**Fig. 1.** Structure of AM4.5Kd + 10% MoS$_2$: a – distribution of MoS$_2$ indicated by arrows, there is a section not etched; b – is an image of intermetallic (1 – CuAl$_2$, 2 – MnAl$_6$, 3 – NiAl$_3$, 4 – TiAl$_3$, 5 – Al$_2$CuMn), there is a section etched (NaOH). We obtained the image from a metallographic microscope.

MoS$_2$ molybdenum disulfide has a thermal stability to temperatures of 550–600°C, which guarantees its presence in a constant initial state in material, both in the manufacturing process and under operation conditions [3, 7]. Fig. 1, a shows the distribution of MoS$_2$ in the metal matrix of the test material.

The indicated phenomenological peculiarities of distribution and dispersion of MoS$_2$ solid lubricant (Fig. 1, a) are a positive factor. Continuous lubrication of it on both contacting surfaces of the friction pair, namely, on the surface of the antifriction part and the combined counterpart during operation proves this [21].

Phases of CuAl$_2$ formed at the stage of production of AM4.5Kd alloy are effective reinforcing – NiAl$_3$, TiAl$_3$ intermetallics together with MnAl$_6$, Al$_2$CuMn phases strengthen solid aluminum-based solution and increase mechanical properties of composite material [22, 23].

Fig. 1, b shows distribution of the strengthening phases in the structure of the investigated material. We detected it with using the JDX-MAPI X-ray micro diffractometer (Japan).

The presence of the stable Al$_2$CuMn compound stable at elevated temperatures in the metal matrix, as well as the presence of CuAl$_2$, NiAl$_3$ and TiAl$_3$ intermetallics, causes alloy’s ability to maintain high mechanical properties [24]. The presence of cadmium and zirconium, which form their own phases in the structure of material, in the aluminum matrix contribute to formation of a complex heterophase structure of the antifriction material.

Cadmium is almost insoluble in aluminum in the solid state. It lies in a metal matrix as individual crystals. It slows down the movement of holes to grain boundaries and promotes formation of loop dislocations and strengthens a connection between discharges of hardening phases and a metal matrix of a solid solution [7, 16, 18].

We know from papers [7, 2] that a chemical element, zirconium, is almost insoluble metal in an aluminum-based alloy. Zirconium forms intermetallic inclusion of ZrAl$_3$ type at the stage of foundry of AM4.5Kd alloy. They play a role of strong grain shredders and help to increase recrystallization temperature of material. This is a positive factor for maintenance of a structural strength of a composite at moments of an unexpected increase in operational loads.

In addition, the presence of tin in the metal matrix of material, which gets into AM4.5Kd alloy in the process of foundry, contributes to an increase in plasticity of a composite [1, 9]. This fact positively affects ability of parts to run in fast in start-up and adjustment periods of equipment. In addition, tin, as a soft metal, makes an additional contribution to the process of mass transfer during operation of a contact pair due to its property to be distributed along boundaries of grains in the volume of metal [9, 16]. This is especially important in operation of a component of a complex semicircular form in medium loaded operation modes under the conditions of discrete application of external loads.

The formed structure of the investigated composite provided formation of a complex of physical-mechanical and tribotechnical properties. Tables 2 and 3 show them.

Analysis of data of Tables 2 and 3 shows that the composite made on the basis of grinding wastes of AM4.5Kd alloy with MoS$_2$ solid lubricant is almost inferior to cast alloy by mechanical characteristics [1–3, 7]. At the same time, the material developed exceeds the cast analogue at friction without liquid lubricant significantly by antifriction properties.

Such behavior of the investigated material lies in significant differences in the structure of the composite and
AM4.5Kd base cast aluminum alloy, which arise from various principles of synthesis of materials.

The essential disadvantages of the cast alloy are liquidation and segregation phenomena of AM4.5Kd alloy, which are inherent to alloys obtained by traditional foundry technology.

**Table 2**

**Physical-mechanical properties of the studied antifriction composites and cast alloy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Material, % by weight</th>
<th>Tensile strength, MPa</th>
<th>Hardness, HB, MPa</th>
<th>Impact viscosity, kJ/m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Composite material AM4.5Kd + + (9.0–12.0) MoS&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>179–184</td>
<td>570–590</td>
<td>0.22–0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cast alloy AM4.5Kd [14]</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>0.30–0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**

**Tribotechnical characteristics of the studied composites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition of material, % by weight</th>
<th>Boundary permissible load, MPa</th>
<th>Coefficient of friction (f) and intensity of wear (I), μm/km, at loads MPa</th>
<th>Boundary permissible speed of sliding, m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM4.5Kd+ (9–12) MoS&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.11–0.12</td>
<td>22.38–22.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM4.5Kd [11, 13]</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.27–0.31</td>
<td>39.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A number of alloying elements, primarily such as cadmium and zirconium, which do not dissolve in the aluminum matrix in solid state, are present in the form of independent formations – crystals. This leads to formation of a coarse-heterogeneous structure of cast alloy with segregational clusters, which causes increased wear of a contact pair.

We can observe similar phenomena in the uneven distribution of other strengthening phases, intermetallics.

Liquidation and segregation phenomena are completely absent in the composite material based on AM4.5Kd alloy waste. In it, the structural formation of independent phases of Cd and Zr, solid intermetallic compounds are in microparticles of raw material (waste) and thus they are initially uniformly arranged in the structure of the material without creation of segregations. The above phenomena influence on the integral component in increasing of antifriction properties of the material.

Authors of [13–15, 17] established that a multicomponent oxide film located on regenerated powders of the AM4.5Kd alloy consists of Al₂O₃ and oxides of alloying elements. It protects wear-resistant material from oxidation at operation in air. The soft metal base powders of AM4.5Kd alloy waste promotes a quick run in of composite wear-resistant material during its operation. Data presented in Table 3 show that the presence of MoS₂ molybdenum disulfide in the investigated composite obtained of grinding waste of AM4.5Kd aluminum alloy is a determining factor. This provides a significant reduction in friction and wear parameters under conditions of medium loaded operation modes compared with material of a similar composition, but without solid lubricant. This material is satisfactory only if it is lubricated with liquid lubricant.

We should emphasize separately that, in the presence of MoS₂, there is a self-lubricating, multiphase antifriction film of friction formed on both contact surfaces. It is a carrier of high tribotechnical properties under such conditions of operation. Probably it consists of solid lubricant, separate elements and phases formed by both parts of a friction pair [21, 22].

During operation of material under an influence of external load factors, MoS₂ is evenly distributed on operation contact surfaces. It creates a continuous and uniform lubricating layer that wears out and restores simultaneously during operation of a part. Moreover, a rate of wear of an antifriction film coincides with a rate of recovery of a lubricating layer on contact surfaces under such conditions of operation.

We obtained the image of contact surfaces of the friction pair – the composite of AM4.5Kd + MoS₂ alloy and the counter part of steel 45, after tribotechnical tests. Fig. 2 shows it.

Due to the presence of MoS₂, the anti-extinguishing layer is a lubricating antifriction film that minimizes the friction coefficient and the wear rate of the material under the specified operating conditions.

Sliding contact surfaces of friction pair, as Fig. 2 shows, are of high quality. A lack of areas of destruction, grappling, etc. evidences this on both friction surfaces. Such a relief of friction tracks on surfaces is a prerequisite for reliable and stable operation of contact pairs of a post-printing machine unit.

![Fig. 2. Surfaces of the friction pair: a – AM4.5Kd+MoS₂ composite; b – the counter part of steel 45](image-url)
6. Discussion of results of studying the influence of structure on tribotechnical characteristics of friction parts

Studies showed that the developed technology of regeneration of industrial grinding waste in combination with subsequent manufacturing operations makes possible to obtain a fundamentally new material with a high level of properties. The formed structure of AM4.5Kd – MoS₂ composite is a complex heterophase system. It is a combination of a metal matrix based on aluminum and reinforced with doping elements with evenly distributed inclusions of solid lubricant (Fig. 1).

Such structure of the material provided a high complex of mechanical and tribotechnical characteristics, which contributes to increasing of wear resistance of friction units of post-printing equipment, and hence the quality of printed products in general.

However, today there are difficulties in obtaining of grinding waste on the basis of aluminum in Ukrainian enterprises due to a lack of additional equipment. In addition, it is necessary to know the brand of aluminum alloy for the application of the developed technology as a choice of solid lubricant depends on it. This is not always possible in serial production. However, authors of study [24] showed that mixing of close alloys does not reduce operational properties of friction parts.

We will aim further research at a thorough analysis of a composition of antifriction films of new materials based on industrial grinding waste of AM4.5Kd aluminum alloy with impurities of solid lubricants.

The obtained results of operational properties (Tables 2, 3) gave possibility to develop recommendations for the effective use of the investigated composites for manufacturing of antifriction parts of folding and gluing machines and machines for pasting of elements into a package.

7. Conclusions

1. Our study has proven that the developed technology for the regeneration of industrial grinding waste with the subsequent manufacturing of material provided formation of heterogeneous structure of a new wear-resistant composite based on AM4.5Kd alloy with the addition of molybdenum disulfide solid lubricant.

2. This study has shown that the presence of MoS₂ ensures run in of wear-resistant material on the basis of grinding waste of AM4.5Kd alloy. That makes it possible to apply the composite in a wider range of loading factors (loads up to 4 MPa and sliding speeds up to 3 m/s) for units of different types of post-printing machinery, and to maintain stable high antifriction characteristics (friction coefficient of 0.14–0.16 and intensity wear of 23.66–23.69 μm/km).

3. Possibility to use grinding waste of aluminum alloys of a wide range of brands, for example, AK12M2, AMg5Mts, AK12MMgN, for production of quality composite parts that operate under friction and wear in self-lubrication mode proves the effectiveness of the study results. This eliminates a need to use lubricating oils and simplifies a design of units due to the removal of complex lubricate-supplying systems.

4. Analysis of functional properties give possibility to recommend antifriction composite made on the basis of industrial grinding waste of AM4.5Kd aluminum alloy with impurities of solid lubricant - MoS₂ molybdenum disulfide for parts of contact joints of complex geometric shapes. Conditions of operation of such parts are increased discrete sliding speeds, loading and friction without lubricating with liquid lubricant in the air. In such modes work Contact pairs of a number of post-print machines, such as folding and gluing machines, machines for pasting elements into packaging, etc., operate in such modes, where we can use the developed composites.
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